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In this competitive age, businesses have to take advantage of every edge that they can find. One
way to do this is to consider using a Novated Lease. Most experts agree that using a novated lease
can save businesses money as well as help reduce the paperwork needed for tax purposes related
to vehicle use for business. But how can a business find out just how much they can save? A solid
answer to that question is to visit Novated Lease Deals and use their free online Novated Lease
Calculator.

Visitors can use the free online novated lease calculator and calculate exactly how much they can
save under a novated lease when they purchase their next car. In general terms, a novated lease is
a form of salary packaging. It is a very good way to purchase a business vehicle.

After visitors have calculated their savings, they can then an enquiry on any new car in Australia.
The results of these actions are emailed instantly and the email will include a complete break down
of all the savings that are associated with a fully maintained novated lease. Novated Lease Deals
does not charge for these services.

Novated Lease Deals created this site to save Australian consumers the hassle of filling out
numerous forms from numerous sites. With Novated Lease Deals, visitors enter their information
one time and get the quote that they need right away. All the information that a person needs is
presented fast and without repeated form entries.

For those new to the novated lease arrangements, a fully maintained novated lease is an
arrangement in which all of the operating costs of the vehicle are included as part of the employee"s
salary package. Operating costs that can be included:

Lease Rental

Fuel and Oil

Servicing and Maintenance

Registration

Tyres

Insurance

Roadside Assistance

Some of the important features to keep in mind with a Fully Maintained Novated Lease include:

Flexible terms from 1-5 years on 100 percent finance.

Fixed Residual. A residual is set by the lease provider and is calculated using the ATO depreciation
guidelines.

Package Options that allow you to choose from a complete fully maintained or partly maintained
option.
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Options for flexible repayments that can be adjusted immediately if usage or running costs increase
or decrease.

A fuel card that is valid anywhere a Visa Card is accepted.

Get your own online account login from anywhere you can access the internet.

In addition to Fully Maintained Novated Leases, visitors can also look into other novated lease deals
such as Non-Maintained Novated Leases, Operating Leases, Fully Maintained Operating Lease,
and Non-Maintained Operating Lease.

Complete information and details on these various types of novated leases can be found at the
Novated Lease Deals website. Access to the site is free and the site is easy to use and navigate.
Visitors can also find other valuable information concerning this money-saving lease arrangement
as well. Why spend more when you do not have to? Visit the site today and use their free online
novated calculator to see just how much you or your business can save right now.
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Kipling Patel - About Author:
Learn how much money you may be able to save by using this free, online a Novated Lease
Calculator. This site offers free and valuable information on how a a Novated Lease can save
money on the purchase and operation of vehicles.
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